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DRIVEN PHEASANT SHOOTING IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
HIGH STANDARD OFFER N. 2

Shooting in area of this offer

THE SHOOTING AREA - ORGANIZATION OF
DRIVEN SHOOTING
The Czech Republic boasts high standard driven pheasant shootings in line with local
tradition that go back to glorious past of the country. St. Hubertus Hunting Tours staff take
proud in proposing high quality pheasant driven shooting in Central Bohemia, around 40
km from Prague Airport. We are talking about an area sizing around 2000 hectares where
around 60000 pheasants are shot during each season.

A part of shooting area

Location of pheasant shooting is the wonderful countryside of Central Bohemia. A flawless
organization of shooting days together with lay of land (steep terrain) and quality of
pheasants assure the most favourable conditions for driven shooting with very high-flying
birds. Pheasants are mainly bred in breeding stations inside shooting area and great
emphasis is placed on health, general maturity and adaptability of maturing chicks to the
harsh conditions of life in the wild. Pheasants are released at the age of 10-12 weeks and
they must adapt to life in open forest. Around 60-70 per cent of released birds are lost.

Shooting in area of this offer

The high number of lost pheasants is strictly linked with high quality of pheasants that you
find during driven shooting. Hunting guests usually very appreciated mature pheasants with
very good plumage and long tail feathers that allow birds to fly very well and very high.
Minimum daily game-bag is 600 birds. Driven pheasant shootings are arranged for group
from 7 to 15 shooters.

Game Bag in area of this offer

Each shooter can count on a loader (who loads the guest’s gun and keeps record of
successfully shot birds in individual drives) and a helper to carry shells. The main aim of
entire organization is to guarantee each guest the best possible comfort during shooting day.
In accordance with ancient local traditions hunting horns liven up the end of each shooting
day.

Steep terrain in shooting area of tis offer

OUR OFFER
2 HUNTING DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS IN CHATEAU
Reservation fee
Transfers from Prague Airport to Chateau and back
Transfers from Chateau to shooting area and back
Czech Hunting License and Insurance
Entire Organization of pheasants driven shooting
3 nights in Chateau – Double Room Deluxe with breakfast
Total amount per person: 1000 €

OUR OFFER
2 HUNTING DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS IN CHATEAU
Reservation fee
Transfers from Prague Airport to Chateau and back
Transfers from Chateau to shooting area and back
Czech Hunting License and Insurance
Entire Organization of pheasants driven shooting
2 nights in Chateau – Double Room Deluxe with breakfast
Total amount per person: 850 €
PHEASANT SHOOTING FEE
Price with at least 600 pheasants per day: 30 € per each shot pheasant
THE BAROQUE CHATEAU

A very pleasant stay is assured by a Baroque Chateau set around 30 km from Prague and
near the shooting area. Surrounded by a beautiful English garden, this Baroque château
offers a golf course and tennis courts. Its annex buildings provide a restaurant, a spa centre
and an internet café. The elegant rooms include vaulted or wood-beamed ceilings and
exposed-stone walls. They all have free internet connection, cable TV and minibars, while
the suites also have large living rooms. The Château features a 9-hole golf course, par 64,
with natural greens and ponds, and there is an indoor simulator and putting green. The
hotel’s Restaurant serves a selection of Czech and international cuisine accompanied by fine
Moravian wines, while the lobby bar serves delicious drinks and coffees. The Chateau also
offers an elegant, dimly-lit wellness area, with fitness room and sauna. Guests can book
massages and beauty treatments.

SOME PICTURES OF THE BAROQUE CHATEAU

